n6
 SUGARS AND  PRODUCTS CONTAINING THEM
the polarisation before (P) and after inversion (Px) — referred to the original
concentration — determined ; if, then, a3 is the deviation given by unit
weight of the inverted sugar in 100 c.c., it follows, since I gram of saccharose
yields 1*053 gram of invert sugar, that :
f    alX + aty = P
\I-053 * ,+ a.y = Plf
which give :
x =•
p-pi
(IV)
1—1-05303
i—I-05308 P
y =
a2(a! —1-053 a3) '
The introduction into these formulae of the values of a! and a3 for the
Ventzke scale polarimeter (see Table XVI), namely, cii = 3*839 and
a8 = —1-191 (Mohr c.c.) or a! = 3-846 and a3 = —1-193 (true c.c.), gives :
Mohr c.c.	True c.c.
(V
a; 7—-.
 5-093
3'839JPiJ^^54P
5*093 <*2
 5-102
3-846 p!+ 1-256 P
5-102 a2
Since, in the formula for x, a2 does not appear, the same result is ob-
tained for definite values of P and Pl whatever the]" sugar (reducing and
non-invertible) accompanying the saccharose.
If the polarimetric observations are made at a temperature t differing
from 20°, allowance must be made for the variation of the rotatory power,
especially for invert sugar ; in such cases, formula V is replaced by Clerget's
formula l:
Mohr c.c.	True c.c.
(VI)
X =,
142-66 —0-5 t
which are readily understood when it is observed that the denominator fc
1 In Clerget's formula, the variation of the rotation of invert sugar with the con-
centration is disregarded. To allow for this, the constant 142*66 is replaced bf a
constant, C = 141*78 -f 0*0676 s, where 5 is the quantity of saccharose contained let
the volume of solution subjected to inversion. The values of C determined by tto
formula are given in the following table (see Herzfeld : Zeitschr. des Ver. fftr die R&bew*
yuckerind., iBga, pp. 203-206 ; Zeitschr. des Ver. der deutschen Zuckerind., 1903, I*
PP- 555-556):
x^_26(P-P1)  >
142-66 — 0-5*'

Grams of
Sugar. 
Values of C. 
Grains of
Sugar. 
Values of C. 
!      Grams of
i        Sugar, 
Values of C* 
, 
141-85 
6 
142-18 
1C 
142-40 
3
4 
141-91
141-98
142-05 
7
8
9 
142-25
142-32
* 142*39       I 
;          II
j             12
13 
142-52
142-5^
142-$$ 
5 
142*12 





